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Abstract: The 4G Wireless Networks (WN) have not only 

provided seamless connection; they also strive to provide Quality 

of Service (QoS) to the users. However, providing efficient QoS to 

the users is quite often challenging due to large number of users 

and significant traffic load. One of the popular techniques to 

provide consistent QoS to the user is Vertical Handoff (VH). The 

main concept of VH is to migrate the user  to another WN which 

can provide the requested QoS. Even though substantial 

contribution has been made in the literature for VH techniques, 

security oriented VH techniques are limited in number. Security 

aspect has become critical in Next Generation WN, due to new 

form of threats which are being introduced, and VH techniques 

also need to focus on security issues to provide safe and robust 

communication. In the literature, survey on different security 

threats, secure VH techniques and future issues has not been 

effectively presented; in this work, comprehensive survey on all 

these aspects is presented to aid future research in secure VH. 

 
Keywords: Next Generation Wireless Networks, Vertical 

Handoff, Security.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Next generation WN evolution has led to the 

emergence of Heterogeneous Networks (HNs). The main 

concept of HNs is that, a particular WN can be integrated with 

other different types of WNs inorder to provide better QoS to 

the users. For example, different WN technologies such as: 

WiFi, 3G, 4G and WiMax can be integrated through HNs, and 

efficient QoS to the user can be provided. 

Implementing integrated security protocol for HNs is 

challenging, because of different security protocols used by 

participating WNs, and many of these different security 

mechanisms might not agree with other mechanisms. The 

topology of different participating WNs might also create 

bottlenecks in creating unified security protocol. For 

example, WiFi is usually installed in homes and other 

personal spaces; in companies, femto cells are installed to 

provide cellular connectivity. Hence, each WN might utilize 

highly specific security mechanism–based on user 

usage–which can be extremely tedious in integrating with 

other security mechanisms. 

The concept of HNs gave rise to interesting network 

mechanism called VH. For example, suppose a particular user 

is accessing WiFi connection from his home. The user expects 
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certain QoS from WiFi for the intended activity. However, 

due to traffic issues, the WiFi service provider is unable to 

provide the expected QoS; in such situations, the user can be 

provided with QoS satisfiable connection through–lets 

say–cellular network. This migration of the end user to 

different available WNs–having different 

technologies–inorder to meet the expected QoS demands of 

the user is known as VH. 

Need for Security 

VH has become extremely popular mechanism to deliver 

QoS in HNs, mainly due to its dynamic scheme; wherein, a 

user can be shifted from one WN to other based on user 

preferences. Most of the VH techniques focus on multiple 

QoS parameters such as: bandwidth, noise rate, RSSI etc. 

However, only limited number of VH techniques focus on 

providing robust security to users who utilize VH. It must be 

noted that, security in Next Generation WNs (NGWNs) has 

become one of the primary factors for effective network 

communication, mainly due to myriad of new security threats 

which are being designed contemporarily. Hence, designing 

secure VH techniques is ever important–contemporarily and 

in future, inorder to safeguard users from disastrous 

consequences of network security attacks. Inorder to promote 

future research in the area of secure VH techniques, it is 

extremely vital to comprehensively survey the existing secure 

VH techniques, inorder to understand: utilized security 

mechanisms, potential design limitations and future scope of 

action; however, such survey contributions are hardly 

available in the literature. Hence, in this work, comprehensive 

survey on: VH techniques, security challenges in HNs and 

future research scope for secure VH are outlined. It is 

expected that, based on this survey contribution, future 

research endeavors in the area of secure VH techniques can be 

greatly benefited. 

Contributions 

In this survey work, the following contributions are made. 

Similarly, comprehensive survey on secure VH techniques, 

along with their limitations is outlined. The existing and 

possible future security challenges in HNs are outlined, which 

includes multiple security threats due to: malicious nodes, 

corrupted access points, compromised cryptographic 

primitives and malicious node cooperation. The future 

research issues in the area of secure VH techniques are 

outlined,  
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which includes potential issues in integrating QoS aspects 

with security mechanisms–under various network traffic 

conditions. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides 

description about HNs architecture; Section III outlines the 

existing VH techniques; similarly, Section IV describes the 

contemporary secure VH techniques–along with, existing 

security threats and other security mechanisms used in WNs; 

Section V, outlines the identified future security threats in 

VH; Section VI, outlines the survey summary along with open 

issues in designing secure VH techniques; finally, the work is 

concluded in Section VII. 

II. OVERVIEW ON HNS ARCHITECTURE 

 

Fig.1 General Architecture of HNs 

HNs was conceived due to ever increasing user demands 

for QoS in NGWNs– including 4G WNs. The general 

architecture of HNs is illustrated in Figure 1. Here, there are 

essentially three components in HNs architecture; the network 

access points for the mobile node; wireless communication 

component through IP architecture; routing component inside 

the core network. 

The different participating entities in HNs are outlined 

below: 

1. The user device or Mobile Node (MN) is the entity which 

connects the user to the network. 

2. The Point of Access (PoA) is the specific location where 

the MN connects to the network. For example, in WiFi 

domain, the PoA is denoted as access point; similarly, in 

4G/3G/LTE networks, PoA is denoted as Point of 

Presence (PoP). 

3. Authentication Unit/Center (AuC) is the center through 

which new MN is verified before being included in the 

network. 

The point of access from which mobile node 

4. positions in-order to undergo VH is known as Serving 

PoA (SPoA). 

5. The connection point from which the mobile node 

connects during VH is known as Transferring PoA 

(TPoA). 

There are different kinds of handoff techniques presented 

in the literature, and which are outlined below: 

1. If a mobile node is migrated from SPoA of one network 

to TPoA of another; such that, complete disconnection of 

mobile node is performed from the old PoA; then, this 

handoff is termed as Hard handoff. 

2. If a mobile node is migrated from SPoA of one network to 

TPoA of another–without disconnection of the mobile 

node from its old PoA,  then, this handoff is termed as Soft 

handoff. 

3. If a handoff is performed between two networks of same 

technology; then, this handoff is termed as Horizontal 

handoff. Similarly, if the two networks are having 

different technologies, the handoff is termed as VH. 

III. SURVEY ON VH TECHNIQUES 

The existing VH techniques presented in the literature can 

be broadly classified into five classes: RSSI based VH 

techniques, Cost Function based VH techniques, Context 

Aware based VH techniques, Fuzzy Logic based VH 

techniques and Multiple Criteria based VH techniques. 

The RSSI based VH techniques majorly focus on RSSI 

values provided to the user as signal to invoke VH. If the user 

expected RSSI is not delivered; then, VH is initiated. In [1, 2], 

the initial scheme of providing VH through RSSI was 

presented. In [3], design of RSSI threshold, which ensures 

efficient VH was outlined. VH technique through RSSI 

threshold, which considers both the location and velocity of 

the user, was presented in [4]. 

The Context Aware based VH techniques consider the 

context of the user; wherein, the context might refer to: 

identity of mobile device, environment, time, location and 

situation. The initial work on Context Aware VH was 

presented  in [5]. In [6], formal definitions of different 

contexts were presented. The work presented in [7] expanded 

the work of [6], by including more clearer definition of 

contexts. 

The Cost function based VH techniques consider user 

specified cost parameters such as: energy consumption, 

market cost etc. In [8, 9], comprehensive VH techniques using 

exclusively user specified cost parameters were presented. 

Some VH techniques [10,11], provide VH on the basis of 

network cost parameters such as: bandwidth, noise rate etc. 

VH techniques presented  in [13, 14], gave more emphasis 

on the second step. 

The Multiple Criteria based VH techniques combine the 

features of RSSI based, Context Aware based and Cost based 

VH techniques, inorder to outperform these native techniques 

interms of handoff effectiveness. In [15–17], superior handoff 

effectiveness of Multiple Criteria based VH techniques over 

native techniques were presented. In [18], Multiple Criteria 

based VH technique was based on decision module which was 

designed through Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) scheme. In 

[19–21], comprehensive analysis of different Multiple 

Criteria based VH techniques which utilized different 

decision making algorithms such as: Simple Additive 

Weighting, Exponential Weighting, GRA and Similarity to 

Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), was performed, and it was 

concluded that,  
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Multiple Criteria based VH techniques can deliver superior 

effectiveness when compared with native techniques. In 

[22–24], slight improvement in handoff effectiveness for 

Multiple Criteria based VH technique, when compared with 

other contemporary techniques was achieved. 

In [25], another Multiple Criteria based VH technique was 

presented. Here, the HNs had three different WNs: WiMax, 

WLAN and LTE. Three different kinds of VH algorithms 

were presented in [25]: network priority, mobile priority and 

equal priority algorithms; wherein, the first technique 

prioritizes network parameters, second technique prioritizes 

mobile node/user parameters and the final technique 

prioritizes both parameters. It was concluded in [25] that, 

network priority algorithm performed the best among other 

techniques. The Multiple Criteria VH technique presented in 

[26] utilizes Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) meta heuristic 

scheme for searching the optimal handoff solution. Multiple 

parameters such as: cost, RSSI, bandwidth and velocity of the 

mobile node, are utilized to achieve handoff. Here, the mobile 

nodes are involved in continuous monitoring to detect feasible 

handoff choices. 

In [27], the main focus of Multiple Criteria VH technique 

was reliability interms of preventing repeated handoffs for a 

particular user. Here, multiple parameters such as: user device 

velocity, bandwidth and number of network users, are utilized 

to achieve handoff; along with, fuzzy classification scheme to 

select the WN to perform handoff. In [27], reliability is 

decided interms of number of future users in a particular WN, 

and this goal is achieved through neural network. 

Most of the Multiple Criteria VH techniques can be 

differentiated on two aspects: utilized parameters and 

decision component. Raft of parameters are utilized in various 

VH techniques presented in the literature: RSSI, bandwidth, 

coverage area, monetary cost, sojourn time, power 

consumption, device speed, signal to interference ratio, bit 

error rate, network transmission range, security, traffic 

intensity, network capacity etc. The decision component 

represents the component used for making handoff decisions, 

and multiple techniques such as: neural networks, genetic 

algorithm, hybrid classification techniques, fuzzy logic 

classification, are utilized in the literature. 

IV. SURVEY ON SECURE VH TECHNIQUES 

identified and most prevalent security threats for 

NGWNs–according to ITU-T X. 800/X. 805–are: 

modification attacks, through illegal modification of network 

assets; denial of service attacks, which is caused due to 

damage of network assets; removal attacks, which is caused 

due to stealing of network resources or information; 

information disclosure attacks, which is caused due to illegal 

disclosure of network information; unavailability attacks, 

which results in network services becoming unavailable; 

accountability attacks, which results in charging more to the 

user than the actual usage. 

For the classical 2G WNs, A5/1 and A5/2 cryptographic 

algorithms were utilized; however, these algorithms could not 

provide required security for 3G WNs, mainly due to easy 

breaking of these algorithms, and were substituted by A5/3 

algorithm; however, all these cryptographic techniques suffer 

from vulnerability during session establishment, which can 

lead to easy malicious node attacks. 

In [28], a scheme to integrate 3G security mechanism with 

4G WNs was presented; wherein, no significant changes in 

the security mechanism was proposed; however, the scheme 

could not overcome the new security threats plaguing 4G. The 

wireless extension to LANs is provided through IEEE 802.11 

standard. 

The VH is achieved through a specialized component 

called Distribution System. 

The security mechanism proposed for IEEE 802.11 utilizes 

authentication service such as Radius [29]. 

One of the initial secure VH techniques were presented in 

[30, 31]. Here, security during VH is achieved through Radius 

server, which is inefficient during signaling process. In [32, 

33], security mechanisms for both VH and Horizontal 

Handoff is presented; however, the work fails to resolve 

uncertainty regarding secure asset management, because both 

VH and Horizontal Handoff have different goals in secure 

asset management, and using common security mechanism 

might be counter predictive. Also, in [32], there is an 

involvement of third party during authentication, which may 

increase signaling load. 

Media independent handover or VH is achieved through 

IEEE 802.21 [34]. Here, additional OSI layer is introduced 

between layer two and three inorder to achieve handoff 

between different technology WNs. In IEEE 802.21, clear 

description of integration mechanism inorder to integrate 

present and future WNs for seamless VH has been outlined. In 

[35, 36], efficiency evaluation of IEEE 802.21 has been 

performed; however, security issues have been ignored. In 

[37], study on security issues for performing VH between 

WiMax and WiFi has been contributed; however, the security 

analysis is limited and inaccurate security assumptions are 

made based on superficial study. 

In [38], a new unified security protocol was presented for 

4G asset management; however, security analysis is limited 

and does not address prevalent issues like corruption of base 

stations. The main focus of 3GPP or 3
rd

 Generation 

Partnership Project consortium is to design secure VPN 

channels or tunnels between different MNs inside HNs 

comprising of core network and WLAN; however, this design 

is still not adequate to address new security 

challenges–including from insecure base stations. 

V. FUTURE SECURITY THREATS FOR VH 

The HNs have achieved next evolution in WNs by 

attempting to provide consistent QoS for mobile users. 

However, the achieved merits of HNs have also resulted in 

significant new security issues due to the gargantuan inclusion 

of non trusted devices such as WiFi access points or femto 

cells. Also, the connection between HNs and IP has made 

HNs extremely vulnerable to IP based network attacks. Some 

of the identified network threats for HNs in the future are 

outlined below. Inorder to provide clarity in describing 

security threats,  
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the generic model for HNs illustrated in Fig 2 is utilized; 

here, 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate the corresponding channels 

between different entities–as illustrated in the Fig 2. 

 

Fig.2 General Model of HNs 

 

Malicious Node Attacks 

Here, the malicious node might capture the encrypted 

packets used during VH. Such malicious node attacks can 

result in stealing of session keys involved in VH process, and 

such attacks are usually seen in channel 2 and channel 4. The 

malicious nodes can also result in denial of service attacks. 

For example, suppose the handoff process transmits 

authentication and encryption keys to TPoA through channel 

3; however, the sequence number is still not sent. The 

malicious node might restart the handoff session by using 

captured session keys and reprogrammed sequence number; 

due to which, the original mobile node will be prevented 

handoff due to security screening. 

Compromised PoA Attacks 

In non-HNs, the network infrastructure is generally 

considered secure, mainly due to the absence of VH facility. 

However, in HNs there is a risk that, the security assets could 

be duplicated by SPoA, and conversation between core 

network and TPoA could be subjected to eavesdropping. 

Such kind of attacks is usually seen in channels 3 and 1. Some 

of the SPoA induced attacks can be considered as Denial of 

Service attacks–with different variation. 

Node  Cooperation Attacks 

It is possible that, the malicious node in cooperation with 

SPoA might initiate session cloning which can lead to double 

handover, and which eventually can lead to overbilling for the 

user. The session cloning scheme, usually avoids securing 

authentication information for the cloned node, and its main 

focus is to create over billing for the customer. 

Cryptographic Primitives and Flaw Diffusion 

The HNs–due to its legacy and heterogeneity–can create 

diversity in cryptographic protocols and primitives. For 

example, handoff might be initiated between two networks 

having different cryptographic protocols–say 3DES and 

KASUMI. In such situations, the encryption keys must be 

transferred with sufficient entropy inorder to prevent flawed 

diffusion. Otherwise, breakage of any single encryption key 

can lead to breakage of other keys involved in HNs. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

The summary of this survey work is outlined in Table 1. 

The RSSI based VH techniques are essentially suitable for 

efficient multimedia communication, which requires good 

RSSI values; however, they are not suitable in applications 

which stress upon other parameters such as: cost of 

communication, security etc. The context aware VH 

techniques are most suitable in critical scenarios; wherein, the 

user has to establish efficient communication to avoid 

consequences. These con- text aware VH techniques are 

unsuitable during normal communication scenarios such as: 

multimedia communication, and they also lack security 

mechanisms. 

The cost function based VH techniques are well suited to 

establish economical communication; wherein, the user 

cannot afford expensive VH costs; however, in some HNs 

which contain largely expensive networks, these techniques 

might fail to deliver effective handoff due to limited choices. 

Also, these cost function based VH techniques lack effective 

security mechanism. 

The Fuzzy logic based VH techniques can model the 

uncertainty in making handoff decisions. Especially in multi 

criteria handoff models, uncertainties in making favorable 

handoff decisions can be seen, because many options to 

perform handoff might be available; however, each choice 

might provide more merits in some parameter, when 

compared to other choices, and such scenarios create 

uncertainty in deciding the optimal handoff. Hence, fuzzy 

logic is well suited to model uncertainties in making handoff 

decisions. However, if proper decision module is not 

designed for these fuzzy logic based VH techniques, it can 

lead to poor choices in handoff; also, all these techniques have 

not addressed security issues. 

Multi criteria based VH techniques are the most popular. 

handoff techniques interms of number of work presented in 

the literature. These techniques can satisfy multiple QoS 

requirements of the user. For example, a user might demand 

QoS interms of: bandwidth, noise rate and RSSI. Such 

multiple QoS demands can easily be modeled through multi 

criteria based VH techniques. One of the persistent issues of 

multi criteria based VH techniques is Curse of Dimensionality 

; wherein, large number of considered parameters for VH can 

lead to poor decision making in performing optimal handoff. 

Most of the multi criteria based VH techniques have also 

ignored security issues in VH. 

The Secure VH techniques are essentially aimed at providing 

robust security during VH. Since, each participating WN 

inside HN can have different security protocol for node 

admission and future communication, most of the secure VH 

techniques aim to integrate different security mechanisms of 

WNs. The major security issue addressed in most of the 

secure VH techniques is: preventing malicious node from 

getting the VH inside required WN.  

However, there can be security 

issues after the VH has been 

performed. For example, a 
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particular WN might be extremely prone to network 

attacks–especially through IP. This particular WN might be 

the most optimal choice to perform handoff to a certain user. 

If the handoff is performed, the user is in high risk of being 

subjected to network attack through the corresponding WN. 

In such scenarios, it would be judicial to avoid this particular 

WN for VH, inorder to prevent disastrous consequences for 

the user. The future security issue for VH techniques is to 

provide some guarantees about security potential or network 

attack risks for those WNs which are considered for VH. So 

that, limited security risk WNs can be selected for VH. This 

future issue–if resolved–can provide holistic and robust 

security framework for future VH techniques. 

The open issues for future investigations in secure VH are 

summarized below: 

1. Designing secure VH techniques which can accomplish: 

multi criteria based VH, provide strong security cover 

against malicious nodes from getting required handoff, 

are able to estimate the future network attack risk 

associated with performing handoff to a particular WN; 

so that, the user can be assured about the possible threats 

in being subjected to handoff, and the limited risk 

WN–interms of future network attacks–which satisfies 

the required QoS constraints of the user is selected for 

handoff. 

2. Continuing on the first goal, some of the WNs might 

exhibit different behavior interms of network attack risks 

for different traffic patterns. For example, if large 

number of users are accessing a particular WN, the risks 

associated with network attacks might be increased. 

Hence, calculating network attack risk for a particular 

WN by considering different possible traffic patterns aids 

in obtaining aggregated network attack risk information 

for the WN. 

3. In some scenarios, the security potential of a WN might 

be countering its QoS ability. In such scenarios, the user 

might advocate better security, when compared to 

effective QoS or it might even be reverse. Such scenarios 

again create uncertainty in deciding the optimal handoff 

choice, and they are attractive to be modeled through 

fuzzy logic or probabilistic models. 

4. Some of the specified QoS parameters involved in 

deciding VH might not be extremely crucial in deciding 

the final quality of application. For example, for video 

processing applications, RSSI is more influential in 

deciding the final quality when compared to power 

consumption. If factor analysis on different specified 

QoS parameters is performed to analyze the influence of 

these parameters on final application quality; then, some 

of the less influential parameters can be traded for 

security–if security is countering QoS ability. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this work, comprehensive survey on security issues for 

NGWNs was presented; along with, survey on different VH 

techniques presented in the literature. The merits and 

limitations of surveyed VH techniques, and their security 

consideration were outlined. The open issues in designing 

future secure VH techniques were identified and outlined. It is 

expected that, this work would provide the necessary 

motivation for designing future secure VH techniques. 

 

Table- I: Summary of Surveyed VH Techniques

VH Techniques Characteristics Merits Limitations 
RSSI based techniques 

[1–4] 

Provides consistent RSSI values 

during communication 

Specially required in multi- media 

communication 

Ignores other vital network 

parameters and security 

mechanism 

Context aware techniques 

[5–7] 

Provides VH depending on the 

context of user 

Helpful in critical situations Not applicable during multimedia 

communication and 

ignores security mechanism 

Cost function based 

techniques [8–11] 

Provides VH based on user specified 

cost parameters 

Useful for economical 

communication 

Can fail to deliver effective handoff; 

not suitable for high cost networks 

and lacks 

security mechanism 

Fuzzy logic based 

techniques [12–14] 

Utilizes fuzzy logic concept to 

decide handoff 

Can be used to implement multi 

criteria handoff 

Can result in poor handoff 

effectiveness and lacks security 

mechanism 

Multi criteria based 

techniques [15–27] 

Provides VH based on multiple 

parameters 

Aids in effective handoff Security mechanisms are ignored 

Secure VH techniques 

[28–38] 

Provides security framework in HNs 

for VH 

Provides unified security 

framework in heterogeneous 

environment 

Security guarantees after handoff are 

not addressed 
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